Intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) is an emerging technique to enhance the wireless communication spectral efficiency with low hardware and energy cost. In this letter, we consider the integration of IRS to an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) based multiuser downlink communication system, and study the pertinent joint optimization of the IRS reflection coefficients and OFDMA time-frequency resource block as well as power allocations to maximize the users' common (minimum) rate. Specifically, due to the lack of frequency-selective passive beamforming capability at the IRS, only one set of reflection coefficients can be designed for adapting to a large number of channels of multiple users over different frequency sub-bands. To tackle this difficulty, we propose a novel dynamic passive beamforming scheme where the IRS reflection coefficients are dynamically adjusted over different time slots within each channel coherence block to create artificial timevarying channels and select only a subset of the users to be simultaneously served in each time slot, thus achieving a higher passive beamforming gain. Although the formulated optimization problem is non-convex, we propose an efficient algorithm to obtain a suboptimal solution to it. Numerical results show that the proposed scheme significantly improves the system common rate over the setup without IRS and that with random IRS reflection coefficients. Moreover, our proposed dynamic passive beamforming outperforms the fixed passive beamforming which employs a common set of reflection coefficients in each channel coherence block, by more flexibly balancing between passive beamforming and multiuser diversity gains.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) and its various equivalents have been recently proposed as a new solution to meet the increasingly higher spectral and energy efficiency requirement of future wireless networks [1] , [2] . By carefully tuning the reflection phase and/or amplitude of a large number of passive elements, IRS is able to proactively alter the wireless propagation environment by creating favorable signal paths between the transmitter and receiver for communication performance enhancement. This is achieved via passive signal reflection only, without the need of any signal generation/amplification, thus incurring much lower energy consumption and hardware cost compared to traditional active beamforming and relaying [1] . Previous studies on IRS-enhanced wireless communication mainly focused on the design of reflection coefficients (or passive beamforming) for narrowband transmission over frequency-flat channels (see, e.g., [3] - [6] ), while the more general broadband transmission over frequency-selective channels has been recently studied in [6] - [8] for the case of singleuser setup. However, the passive beamforming design for The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, National University of Singapore (email: yifeiyang@u.nus.edu, {elezhsh,elezhang}@nus.edu.sg). multiuser broadband communication has not been investigated in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. Compared to the single-user case, the multiuser system design is more involved, as the IRS reflection coefficients need to be jointly optimized with the multiuser transmission scheduling and resource allocation.
In this letter, we consider an IRS-aided multiuser downlink communication system from a base station (BS) to multiple users employing orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA). We study the joint optimization of the IRS reflection coefficients together with the OFDMA time-frequency resource block (RB) and power allocations in each channel coherence block, for maximizing the minimum (common) rate among all users. To tackle the main difficulty that the IRS reflection coefficients cannot be set different over different frequency sub-channels due to passive reflection, we propose a novel dynamic passive beamforming scheme to improve the beamforming performance. Specifically, different IRS reflection coefficients are set for different time slots in each channel coherence block to enable more flexible reflection design with generally less number of users selected to be served at each time slot, thus leading to a higher passive beamforming gain. Although the formulated optimization problem is non-convex and difficult to solve, we propose an efficient algorithm to find a locally optimal solution to it by leveraging alternating optimization and successive convex approximation (SCA) techniques. Numerical results validate the performance gain of our proposed scheme over that without using IRS or with randomly set IRS reflection coefficients, and also show that the proposed dynamic passive beamforming outperforms the fixed passive beamforming where only one common set of IRS reflection coefficients is used in each channel coherence block.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we consider the multiuser downlink communication, where an IRS is deployed to enhance the communications from a single-antenna BS and K singleantenna users located in the vicinity of the IRS, denoted by the set K = {1, . . . , K}. It is assumed that the IRS consists arXiv:1912.01228v1 [cs.IT] 3 Dec 2019 of M passive reflecting elements, denoted by the set M = {1, . . . , M }, and is connected to a controller, which adjusts the reflection coefficients of the IRS elements for desired signal reflection. The IRS controller communicates with the BS via a separate control link on the information required for implementing the IRS reflection coefficient design. The signals sent from the BS arrive at each k-th user's receiver via two links, namely, the BS-user direct link and the BS-IRSuser reflected link. Leth d k ∈ C L 0,k ×1 denote the baseband equivalent time-domain channel of the BS-user direct link for user k, where L 0,k denotes the number of delayed taps. Moreover, for each m-th reflecting element, lett m ∈ C L1×1 andr k,m ∈ C L 2,k ×1 denote the corresponding time-domain BS-IRS channel and that between the IRS and user k, respectively, with L 1 and L 2,k denoting the respective number of delayed taps. Without loss of generality, we consider a quasistatic block fading channel model for all the above channels and focus on one particular channel coherence block where the channels remain approximately constant.
We consider an OFDMA system where the K users served by the IRS are allocated with N equal sub-bands denoted by the set N = {1, . . . , N }, each of which may consist of multiple subcarriers, while the channels are assumed to be constant (frequency-flat) within each sub-band but may vary across different sub-bands. On the other hand, the K users are allocated with Q equal-sized time slots in each channel coherence block, denoted by the set Q = {1, . . . , Q}, each of which may consist of multiple orthogonal frequency division modulation (OFDM) symbol durations. In this letter, we consider resource allocation among the K users over the N Q time-frequency RBs, each of which corresponds to one particular pair of subband and time slot, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . It is worth noting that due to the lack of baseband processing capability at the IRS, only a common set of IRS reflection coefficients can be designed for data transmission to the K users over the N sub-bands at any time. This is the main limitation of IRSaided OFDMA systems as there are in total N K channels that the common reflection coefficients need to cater to in each time slot, which may be prohibitive when N and/or K is large. To overcome this issue, we propose a novel dynamic passive beamforming scheme, by allowing the IRS reflection coefficients to be dynamically tuned over different time slots, thereby leading to artificial time-varying channels for each user and consequently more flexibility in the joint resource allocation and reflection coefficient design, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In particular, the dynamic passive beamforming is designed such that the corresponding optimal resource allocation allocates generally fewer users to be simultaneously served by the IRS at each time slot, thus reducing the number of channels that the reflection coefficients need to adapt to and thereby enhancing the IRS passive beamforming gain. Note that if the same reflection coefficients are designed over all time slots (named as "fixed passive beamforming"), then all RBs at each subband tend to be allocated to the same user due to their identical channels in the same channel coherence block (see Fig. 2 ). 1, ∀q ∈ Q, ∀m ∈ M, due to the passive reflection of the IRS. The effective time-domain reflected channel from the BS to user k via each m-th IRS element at each q-th time slot is the convolution of the BS-IRS channel, the IRS reflection coefficient, and the IRS-user channel, which is given byh
, with * denoting the convolution operation, and L r k = L 1 +L 2,k −1 denoting the number of taps inh r k,m,q . For ease of exposition, we further denote for each k-th user v k,m = [(r k,m * t m ) T , 0, . . . , 0] T ∈ C N ×1 as the zero-padded concatenated BS-IRS and IRS-user time-domain channels for each m-th reflecting element, and
as the zero-padded time-domain channel for the BS-user direct link, the superposed effective channel impulse response (CIR) of user k at time slot q is given by
Note that there are L k = max(L 0,k , L 1 + L 2,k − 1) nonzero entries in h k,q , which denotes the number of delayed taps in the effective channel between the BS and user k. We further assume that the cyclic prefix (CP) length of the OFDM system is no smaller than the maximum number of delayed taps for the K users, namely, max k∈K L k , so that inter-symbol interference (ISI) can be eliminated. The channel frequency response (CFR) at the n-th sub-band is then expressed as
For the purpose of exposition, we assume that perfect knowledge of the channels h d k 's and V k 's is available at the BS, which can be obtained by extending the proposed channel estimation methods in [8] , [9] to the multiuser case. 1 Based on the channel state information (CSI), the BS performs sub-band and power allocation as well as dynamic IRS coefficient design, and then informs the IRS and users for communication. Specifically, to avoid inter-user interference, each sub-band at each time slot is allocated to at most one user. Let α k,q,n indicate whether the n-th sub-band is allocated to user k at time slot q, i.e., α k,q,n = 1 if sub-band n is assigned to user k at time slot q, and α k,q,n = 0 otherwise. Thus, we have K k=1 α k,q,n ≤ 1, ∀q ∈ Q, ∀n ∈ N . Moreover, we consider a sum transmit power constraint over the N sub-bands at every time slot q, which is given by N n=1 p q,n ≤ P, ∀q ∈ Q, where p q,n ≥ 0 denotes the transmit power allocated to subband n at the BS in time slot q. Hence, by ignoring the rate loss owing to the CP insertion in each OFDM symbol for ease of exposition, the achievable rate for each k-th user in bits per second per Hertz (bps/Hz) is given by
where Γ ≥ 1 is the gap from channel capacity due to a practical modulation and coding scheme, and the receiver noise for each sub-band is modeled as an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) random variable with mean zero and variance σ 2 .
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this letter, we aim to maximize the minimum rate of all users (termed as the "common rate" in the sequel) denoted by R = min k∈K R k , by jointly optimizing the IRS dynamic passive beamforming as well as the RB and power allocations at the BS. The optimization problem is formulated as
(P1) is a non-convex combinatorial optimization problem. In particular, the binary constraints in (4c) are non-convex. Moreover, the achievable rate R k in (4a) can be shown to be nonconcave over φ q , while the RB and power allocations as well as the IRS coefficients are all coupled in R k . Therefore, the optimal solution to (P1) is generally difficult to be obtained. In the following section, we propose an efficient algorithm for finding a suboptimal solution to (P1).
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION In this section, we propose an alternating optimization algorithm to find a suboptimal solution to (P1), by iteratively optimizing one of the two sets of optimization variables, namely, the IRS reflection coefficients {φ q } and the OFDMA resource allocation {{α k,q,n }, {p q,n }}, with the other set being fixed at each time, as detailed in the following.
1) OFDMA Resource Allocation Optimization Given IRS Coefficients: With given IRS reflection coefficients {φ q }, the effective channel-to-noise power ratio (CNR) for each k-th user at q-th time slot and n-th sub-band is fixed, which can be obtained as g k,q,n
∀q ∈ Q, ∀n ∈ N . Problem (P1) thus reduces to the following optimization problem:
α k,q,n log 2 (1+g k,q,n p q,n ) ≥ R,
Note that (P1.1) is still a non-convex optimization problem due to the binary constraints on α k,q,n 's. However, since (P1.1) satisfies the so-called time-sharing condition [10] , the duality gap for (P1.1) is approximately zero for a practically large number of RBs (e.g., N > 8 with Q = 1 in [10] ). Therefore, (P1.1) is similar to traditional OFDMA resource allocation problems (see e.g., [10] - [14] ) with N Q subchannels. Hence, we can adopt the standard Lagrange duality method to obtain a high-quality solution to (P1.1) efficiently [10] , for which the complexity can be shown to be O((K+Q) 4 +(K+Q) 2 KN Q). Due to the limited space, we omit such details for this algorithm.
2) IRS Coefficients Optimization Given OFDMA Resource
Allocation: With given OFDMA resource allocation (i.e., {α k,q,n } and {p q,n }), we aim to optimize a set of IRS reflection coefficients for each time slot (i.e., {φ q }) that maximizes the minimum rate of all users over one channel coherence block. The following problem is thus formulated
Note that (P1.2) is still a non-convex optimization problem since the constraints in (4a) can be shown to be nonconvex over each φ q . Hence, in the following, we adopt the SCA technique to obtain a locally optimal solution to (P1.2). Specifically, note that with OFDMA, the transmission over each RB is independent. Thus, by introducing a set of auxiliary variables {y q,n }, {a q,n }, and {b q,n }, (P1.2) can be transformed to the following equivalent problem
wherek(q, n) {k|α k,q,n = 1, k ∈ K} denotes the user mapping for each RB (q, n), q ∈ Q, n ∈ N ; {·} and {·} denote the real and imaginary parts of a complex number, respectively. However, (P1.2 ) is still non-convex due to the non-convex constraints in (6e). To tackle this difficulty, we Fixing {φ q }, optimize {α k,q,n } and {p q,n } via Lagrangian duality method. Fixing {α k,q,n } and {p q,n }, update {φ q } via SCA. 5 until R converges to a prescribed accuracy. 6 Record the optimal solution as {α
definef (a q,n , b q,n ) a 2 q,n +b 2 q,n , which is a convex and differentiable function over a q,n and b q,n , and lower-bounded by its first-order approximation at (ã q,n ,b q,n ) asf (a q,n , b q,n ) ≥ a q,n (2a q,n −ã q,n ) +b q,n (2b q,n −b q,n ) f (a q,n , b q,n ), where equality holds if and only ifã q,n = a q,n andb q,n = b q,n . Since f (a q,n , b q,n ) is affine over a q,n , b q,n , and has the same gradient over (a q,n , b q,n ) asf (a q,n , b q,n ) at (ã q,n ,b q,n ), we formulate the following problem to solve (P1. which is a convex optimization problem and can be efficiently solved via existing software, e.g., CVX [15] , with a complexity of O((M N Q) 4.5 K 1.5 ) [16] . Hence, by adopting the SCA technique, a locally optimal solution to (P1.2) can be obtained by successively updating {ã q,n } and {b q,n } based on the optimal solution to (P1.3) until convergence is achieved [17] . The overall algorithm for solving (P1) is summarized in Algorithm 1, where I > 1 sets of {φ q } are randomly generated for initializing the alternating optimization, among which the converged solution with the highest common rate R is selected as the final solution. It can be easily verified that the objective function R is non-decreasing over each iteration with a given set of initial φ q 's, and is upper-bounded by a finite value due to the finite transmit power P . Hence, convergence of Algorithm 1 is guaranteed. Moreover, according to [18] , the obtained solution of Algorithm 1 can be shown to be at least a locally optimal solution to (P1).
It is worth noting that unlike traditional OFDMA where the channels for all users remain static throughout each channel coherence block, by properly designing the IRS reflection coefficients over different time slots within each channel coherence block, we are able to proactively generate optimized artificial time-varying channels, which help enhance the multiuser diversity over time and allow for more flexible OFDMA resource allocation, as will be illustrated in the next section.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed IRS-enhanced OFDMA system. For the purpose of exposition, we consider a coherence block with Q = 6 time slots allocated to IRS-aided users over N = 16 sub-bands. For illustration, we consider the system setup shown in Fig. 3 with K = 3 users, where the users are located on a semi-circle around the IRS with distance d, and we set D = 100 meters (m) and d = 2 m. The path loss of each channel is modeled by ζ = ζ 0 (D /D 0 ) −β , where ζ 0 = −30 dB denotes the reference path loss at the reference distance D 0 = 1 m, D denotes the link distance, and β denotes the path loss exponent. The path loss exponent for the BS-user channel, the BS-IRS channel, and the IRS-user channel is set as β Bu = 3.5, β BI = 2.2, and β Iu = 2.8, respectively. For each multi-path channel defined in Section II, the channel taps are given by
where ζ is the path loss of the link modeled above, t l /(
is the normalized tap power of the l-th tap, which is assumed to follow an exponential power delay profile (i.e., t l = e −l/(L−1) ), ξ is modeled as an i.i.d. CSCG random variable with mean zero and variance one (i.e., ξ ∼ CN (0, 1)). The maximum tap delay for the BS-user direct link, BS-IRS link, and IRS-user link is set as L 0,k = 4, ∀k ∈ K, L 1 = 2, and L 2,k = 3, ∀k ∈ K, respectively. The total transmission power at the BS for each time slot is set as P = 35 dBm, whereas the receiver noise at each sub-band is set as σ 2 = −110 dBm. The number of randomizations for the initialization of Algorithm 1 is set as I = 5, and the SNR gap is set as Γ = 8.8 dB. All simulations are averaged over 100 independent channel realizations.
Besides the proposed joint resource allocation and dynamic passive beamforming design, we also consider three benchmark schemes as follows.
1) Fixed Passive Beamforming: We consider that one set of IRS reflection coefficients is used throughout the Q time slots, i.e., φ q = φ, ∀q ∈ Q. The OFDMA resource allocation and the IRS reflection coefficients are then optimized similarly as the dynamic passive beamforming case via Algorithms 1. 2) Random Phase: The IRS reflection coefficients for the entire coherence block (Random Phase I) or at each time slot (Random Phase II) are generated with random phase shifts (uniformly distributed within [−π, π)) and maximum reflection amplitude (i.e., unity), based on which the OFDMA resource allocation is optimized. 3) Without IRS: We only consider the BS-user direct link and perform the OFDMA resource allocation. First, we investigate the OFDMA RB allocation pattern for different schemes. Fig. 4 shows the obtained optimal RB allocation using the proposed and benchmark algorithms for a random channel realization with M = 80. It is worth noting that with fixed passive beamforming or without IRS, the RB allocation is almost invariant over the time slots. This is because in these two cases, the CFR is invariant over the Q time slots for each user, as shown in Fig. 2 . In contrast, with dynamic passive beamforming, a distinct RB allocation pattern is observed. Specifically, the RBs in each time slot are allocated to fewer users, or even to a single user in some time slots. This is due to that the IRS reflection coefficients are not frequency-selective, as a result it is generally difficult to find one set of coefficients for catering to all channels of all users at each time slot. Hence, by scheduling fewer users in one time slot, higher beamforming gain can be obtained as the coefficients are customized for fewer channels. Although this leads to reduced multiuser diversity gain at each time slot, it is worth noting that the passive beamforming gain generally increases with M , while the multiuser diversity gain is invariant with M . Thus, the passive beamforming gain overwhelms the multiuser diversity gain at large M and it is expected that the optimal RB allocation approaches that of time division multiple access (TDMA) at large M and Q, i.e., each time slot is allocated with one user only. Fig. 5 shows the multiuser common rate versus the number of reflecting elements M . It is observed that as M increases, all the schemes with IRS outperform the case without IRS. Moreover, both dynamic passive beamforming and fixed passive beamforming outperform the cases with random phase and the performance gap increases with M , which shows the gain of channel-based passive beamforming designs in IRSenhanced OFDMA systems. Meanwhile, it is observed that Random Phase II outperforms Random Phase I due to the enhanced multiuser diversity; while the scheme with dynamic passive beamforming yields higher common rate compared to that with fixed passive beamforming, since our proposed scheme more flexibly balances between the multiuser diversity gain and the IRS passive beamforming gain.
VI. CONCLUSION In this letter, we considered an IRS-enhanced OFDMA system and investigated the joint optimization of IRS passive beamforming and OFDMA resource allocation to maximize the multiuser common rate. A novel dynamic passive beamforming scheme was proposed to induce artificial channel fading and thereby improve the passive beamforming performance. An efficient alternating optimization algorithm was proposed to find a locally optimal solution for the formulated problem. Effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was validated via numerical results, which showed that deploying the IRS greatly improves the multiuser common rate. It was also shown that with dynamic passive beamforming, the OFDMA RB allocation becomes more dynamic as compared to that without IRS or with fixed passive beamforming, with fewer users simultaneously served in each time slot. This leads to improved common rate by more flexibly balancing between the multiuser diversity and IRS passive beamforming gains.
